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Artificial Intelligence on the Sinclair QL: Make Your Micro ThinkSunshine Books, 1984
Artificial Intelligence on the Sinclair QL introduces the concepts involved in Al. The book shows you how to implement Al routines on your QL and turn it into an intelligent machine which can hald a conversation with you, give you rational advice, learn from you and even teach you.

The book explains AI from first principles and assumes...
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Mastering Xcode 4: Develop and DesignPeachpit Press, 2011


	This book is an intermediate-level introduction to Xcode 4, Apple’s integrated

	development environment. It assumes you have some development experience

	and are familiar with the Cocoa API. It won’t teach you how to write code or much

	at all about Cocoa. There are other books for that. This one is strictly focused on...
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Hadoop Real World Solutions CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	Ever felt you could use some no-nonsense, practical help when developing applications with Hadoop? Well, you've just found it. This real-world solutions cookbook is packed with handy recipes you can apply to your own everyday issues.


	Overview

	
		Solutions to common problems when working in the Hadoop...
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Cognitive Superiority: Information to PowerSpringer, 2020

	
		In a world of accelerating unending change, perpetual surveillance, and increasing connectivity, conflict has become ever more complex. Wars are no longer limited to the traditional military conflict domains?land, sea, air; even space and cyber space. The new battlefield will be the cognitive domain and the new conflict a larger...
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Visual C# .NET ProgrammingSybex, 2002
The aim of this book is to teach you and other experienced programmers the  most effective ways to program using the C# language in the environment it was  designed for, the .NET Framework. To this end, the book offers plenty of strong  opinions and pays special attention to one of .NET’s most prominent features:  web services.
...
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Sams Teach Yourself ASP.NET in 21 Days, Second EditionSams Publishing, 2002
Sams Teach Yourself ASP.NET          in 21 Days, Second Edition offers an approachalbe guide to the          latest in Microsoft .NET technologies. The author's example-packed and          accessible presentation style helped make the previous edition a success.          The book walks the reader through the .NET...
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Degunking Microsoft OfficeParaglyph, 2005
Degunking Microsoft Office covers the basics to help you quickly get your PCs back to top performance.  The unique thing about Degunking Microsoft Office is that it's organized according to the special "cleaning" process that will improve the performance of your computer. Shortcut and time calculation charts are provided...
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Network+ Certification Study Guide, Third EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2005
This book’s primary objective is to help you prepare for and pass the required Network+ exam so you can begin to reap the career benefi ts of certifi cation. We believe that the only way to do this is to help you increase your knowledge and build your skills. After completing this book, you should feel confi dent that you have thoroughly...
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Seam in ActionManning Publications, 2008
JBoss Seam is an exciting new application framework based on the Java EE platform that is used to build rich, web-based business applications. Seam is rapidly capturing the interest of Java enterprise developers because of its focus on simplicity, ease of use, transparent integration, and scalability.
  Seam in Action offers a...
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Teach Yourself VISUALLY Photoshop Elements 7Visual, 2008
This is the Photoshop Elements guide made just for visual learners. Open it up and you'll find clear, step-by-step screen shots that show you how to tackle more than 150 Photoshop Elements tasks. Each task-based spread covers a single technique, showing you how to import images from a digital camera, create a catalog or smart album, use the...
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Learning Cocoa with Objective-C, 2nd EditionO'Reilly, 2002
Based on the Jaguar release of Mac OS X 10.2, this new edition of Learning Cocoa covers the latest updates to the Cocoa frameworks, including examples that use the Address Book and Universal Access APIs. Also included with this edition is a handy quick reference card, charting Cocoa's Foundation and AppKit frameworks, along with an...
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Sams Teach Yourself Windows Workflow Foundation (WF) in 24 HoursSams Publishing, 2009
I have spent half of my career focused on business and the other half focused on software development. I am—through my business persona—driven by efficiency. Whereas software has led to tremendous efficiency gains, to say the least, it has also left tremendous room for improvement. Applications are hard to create, understand, and...
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